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Abstract. In this article we have established the concept of multi-continuity

in minimal structure spaces (in short M space) and the notion of product min-
imal space in Multiset topological space. Continuity between M -space, gener-

alized Multiset topology and Multiset ideal topological spaces. We have inves-

tigated some basic properties of M –continuity in Multiset topological space,
such as composition of M –continuous functions, product of M –continuous

functions in product Multiset topological space etc.

1. Introduction

Cantor’s set is not enough for representing the all kind of situations of our real
world. In Cantor’s set theory, repetition of elements is not allowed. however, there
are many situations where repetition of elements plays a vital role. This led the
introduction of the theory of the notion of Multisets, which was first studied by
Blizard [1] in the year 1989. Thus, a Multiset is a collection of elements in which
certain elements may occur more than once and number of times an element occurs
is called its multiplicity.
In this article our aim is to study the properties of continuous function on Multiset
minimal space and Multiset generalized topological spaces. Minimal stricture space
is the minimum restriction for the topology by containing empty set and whole set.
Many authors have studied in the direction of Multiset ideal and generalized Mul-
tiset topological spaces. This work aim is relating the Multiset ideal, Multiset filter
and generalized Multiset topological space
In 1991 Bilzard[2] designed the Multiset theory and further developed the Multiset
theory in 1989. Many researchers have defined the Multiset topological spaces; one
may refer to New axioms in topological spaces[4], Separation axioms on Multiset
topological Space [5], Relations and functions in Multiset context [6]. There af-
ter different properties of Multiset topological space, such as compactness studied
by Mahanta and Samanta [9], Multiset quasicoincidence studied by Shravan and
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Tripathy Multiset quasiconcidence between Multisets, continuous function on Mul-
tisets, generalized closed Multiset [12, 13, 14, 15]. Multiset mixed topological space
between two Multisets studied by Tripathy and Das [16].
In this article we have established many results between Multiset minimal stricture
space and Multiset ideal topological space.
We define different types of continuous function between two multiset generalized
topological space, Multiset ideal and generalized topological space. By the results
of this article we can study the ideal structure and generalized topological structure
at a time, and we can can find the similarity between the topological structures.
This paper is organized in the following way:
Section-1 is the introduction part. In this section, author focused on the previous
work and back ground of the research. In the Section-2, author provides some
preliminary results and definitions for the article which is necessary for the work.
Section-3 is the main section in which we established main results of this article.
In Section-4, we analyzed the continuous function from Multiset minimal stricture
to generalized Multiset topology and Multiset ideal topological spaces. Section-5
is the conclusion section in which the future plane and the application field have
been analyzed by the author.

2. Preliminaries and Definitions

In this section, we provide some basic definitions and notations those will be
used throughout this article.

A Multiset (M-set) with domain set X, in which no element occurs more than m
times is denoted by [X]m. The count function Cm on X represents the repetition
of an element, denoted by Cm(x), for x ∈ X. When Cm(x) = 1, for all x ∈ X, then
the Multiset becomes a Cantor’s set.

Thought the articles we shall use the definition of Multiset mixed topological
space (Shravan and Tripathy [13]) and ultra-Separation Axioms in Generalized
Topological Space (Powar and Rajak [10]) for the union, intersection, compliment,
support set, empty set, equality of M-sets, partial whole sub-M-sets etc.

Definition 2.1. A domain X is defined as a set of elements from which M-sets
are constructed. The M-set space [X]m is the set of all M-set whose elements are
in X such that no element in the M-set occurs more than m times. The set [X]∞

is the set of all M-sets over a domain X such that there is no limit on the number
of occurrences of an element in an M-set.
Let P,N ∈ [X]m. Then, the following relations between M-sets are defined:

(1) P is a sub-M-set of N denoted by P ⊆ N , if CP (x) ≤ CN (x) for all x ∈ X.

(2) P = N if P ⊆ N and N ⊆ P .

(3) P is a proper sub-M-set of N denoted by P ⊂ N , if CP (x) ≤ CN (x), for all
x ∈ X and there exists at least one element x ∈ X such that CP (x) < CN (x).
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(4) Q = P ∪N , if CQ(x) = max{CP (x), CN (x)}, for all x ∈ X.

(5) Q = P ∩N , if CQ(x) = min{CP (x), CN (x)}, for all x ∈ X.

(6) Addition of P and N is also a new M-set Q = P
⊕

N such that CQ(x) =
min{CP (x) + CN (x),m}, for all x ∈ X.

(7) Subtraction of P and N results is also an M-set Q = P ⊖ N such that
CQ(x) = max{CP (x)− CN (x), 0}, for all x ∈ X, where

⊕
and ⊖ represent M-set

addition and M-set subtraction, respectively.

(8) An M-set P is empty if CP (x) = 0, for all x ∈ X.

(9) The support set of P denoted by P ∗ is a subset of X and P ∗ = {x ∈ X :
CP (x) > 0}; that is, P ∗ is an ordinary set and it is also called root set.

(10) The cardinality of an M-set P drawn from a setX is Card(P ) =
∑

x∈X CP (x).

(11) P and N are said to be equivalent if and only if Card(P ) = Card(N).

Definition 2.2. Let M ∈ [X]m and N ⊆ M . Then, the complement N c of N
in [X]m is an element of [X]m such that N c = M −N .

Definition 2.3. Let M ⊆ [X]m and P ∗(M). Then τ is called a Multiset topol-
ogy of M if satisfies the following properties,
1. The whole M-set M and the empty M-set ∅ are in τ .
2. The M-set union of elements of any sub-collection of τ is in τ .
3. The M-set intersection of the elements of any finite sub-collection of τ is in τ .
Then, the pair (M, τ) is called an Multiset topological space (M -topological space).
The elements of τ are called open M-sets. The complement of an open M-set in
(M, τ) is said to be closed M-set.

Definition 2.4. Given a sub-M-set N of M -topological space. Then, the inte-
rior of N is denoted by int(N) and is defined as the M-set union of all open M-sets
contained in N , i.e., Cint(N)(x) = max{CG(x) : G ⊆ N}.

Definition 2.5. Given a sub-M-set A of an M -topological space (M, τ). Then,
the closure of A is defined as the M-set intersection of all closed M-sets containing
A and is denoted by cl(A), i.e., Ccl(A)(x) = min{CK(x) : A ⊆ K}.

Definition 2.6. Let (M, τ) be an M -topological space, and M1 is a sub-M-set

of M . The collection τN = {U ′
= U ∩M1 : U ∈ τ} is an M -topology on M1, called

the subspace M -topology. With this M -topology, M1 is called a subspace of M
and its open M-sets consisting of all M-set intersections of open M-sets of M with
M1.

Definition 2.7. A non-empty collection I of sub-M-sets of a non-empty M-set
M is said to be an M-set ideal on M , if it satisfies the following conditions:
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(i). N1 ∈ I and N2 ⊆ N1 with CN2
(x) ≤ CN1

(x), for all x ∈ X → N2 ∈ I.
(ii). N1 ∈ I,N2 ∈ I → N1 ∪ N2 ∈ I. The M-set ideal is abbreviated as M -ideal.
The triplet (M, τ, I) is called Multiset ideal topological space with the ideal I and
Multiset topology τ .

Definition 2.8. Let [X]w be a space of M-sets. A Multipoint is a M-set M in

X such that CM (x) =

{
k, forx ∈ M ;

0, otherwise,

where k ∈ {1, 2, 3, .......w} and CM (x) is the multiplicity of x in X.

A multipoint, denoted by {k/x} is a subset of a M-set M or {k/x} ∈ M if 0 ≤
k ≤ CM (x) and Singleton sub-M-set if k = CM (x), for all x ∈ X.

Let (M, τ) be a M -topological space and I be an M -ideal on M . Let N be
a sub-M-set of M . Then, the local function denoted by N∗(I, τ) is defined by,
N∗(I, τ) = {mi/xi ∈ M : CU (xj)−CNc(xj) > CI(xj), I ∈ I, for all U ∈ Nq(mi/xi)
and at least one xj ∈ X}, where Nq(mi/xi) is the set of q − nbhd of mi/xi. We
will write N∗(I) or N∗ in place of N∗(I, τ).

Definition 2.9. Let M be any non-empty M-set and τ be the collection of sub-
sets of the M-set M . the pair (M, τ) is said to be a generalized M-set topological
space if the following property holds
1. M, ∅ ∈ τ .
2. If H,G ∈ τ then H ∩G ∈ τ .
3. If ui∈Λ ∈ τ then ∪i∈Λui ∈ τ .

Note 2.1. The generalized M-set topological space is the generalized form of
M-set topology. Sometimes, we denote generalized M-set topology by (M(N), τ),
where ∪i∈Λui = N .

3. Main Results.

In this section we established a topology from the M-set minimal structure, and
study different properties on multi-continuity between the different types of M-set
topological space and M-set minimal space.

Definition 3.1. A family M ⊆ 2X(P(X) is said to be M-set minimal structure
on X if ∅, X ∈ M .

In this case (M,M ) is called a M-set minimal space. Throughout this paper
(X,M ) means M-set minimal space. The M-set minimal space is abbreviated as
M -minimal space.

Definition 3.2. A M -minimal space is called an M-set minimal topological
space if it satisfy the properties of finite intersection and arbitrary union property.
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Example 3.1. Let M be a nonempty M-set on [X]w. Then, the filter F and
the ideal do not form a M-set minimal structure on X. Since, F does not contain
emptyset ∅ and ideal does not contain the whole set M .

Definition 3.3. A set A ∈ P ∗(X) is said to be a M –open set if for A ∈ M ,
B ∈ P ∗(X) is a M –closed set if M ⊖B ∈ M . We get
M − int(A) = ∪{u : u ⊆ A, u ∈ M }.
M − cl(A) = ∩{F : A ⊆ F,M ⊖ F ∈ M }.

In view of above definition we formulate the following proposition:

Proposition 3.1.
1. M − int(A) is the largest M -open M-set contained in A.
2. M − cl(A) is the smallest M -closed M-set containing A.

Definition 3.4. Let (M,M ) be a M-set M -space on [X]w, and N be a sub-M-
set of M . We define the following
(i) A M -semi-open M-set if N ⊆ Cl(int(N)) with CN (x) ≤ Ccl(int(N))(x), for all
x ∈ X;
(ii) A M -semi-closed M-set if int(cl(N)) ⊆ N with Cint(cl(N))(x) ≤ CN (x), for all
x ∈ X;
(iii) A M -semi-pre-open M-set ifN ⊆ Cl(int(cl(N))) with CN (x) ≤ Ccl(int(cl(N)))(x),
for all x ∈ X;
(iv) A M -semi-pre closed M-set if int(cl(int(N))) ⊆ N with Cint(cl(int(N)))(x) ≤
CN (x), for all x ∈ X;
(v) A M -pre-open M-set if N ⊆ int(cl(N)) with CN (x) ≤ Cint(cl(N)))(x), for all
x ∈ X.

Theorem 3.1. Let (M,M ) be a M -minimal space. Then, for N,K ∈ P ∗(X),

1. M − int(N) ⊆ N and M − int(N) = N iff N is an M –open M-set.

2. M − cl(N) ⊆ N iff N is an M –closed M-set.

3. M − int(N) ⊆ M − int(K) and M − cl(N) ⊆ M − cl(K) if N ⊆ K.

4. M − int(N ∩K) ⊆ (M − int(N))∩ (M − int(K)) and (M − int(N))∪ (M −
int(K)) ∪ M − int(N ∪K).

5. M − cl(N ∪ K) ⊆ (M − cl(N)) ∪ (M − cl(K)) and M − cl(N ∩ K) ⊆
(M − cl(N)) ∪ (M − cl(K)).

6. M − int(M − int(N)) = M − int(N) and M − cl(M − cl(N)) = M − cl(N).

7. x ∈ M − cl(N) if and only if every M –open M-set U containing x such that
U ∩N ̸= ∅.
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8. (M⊖M−cl(N)) = M−int(M⊖N) and (M⊖M−int(N)) = M−Cl(M⊖N).

Proof (1) M − int(N) is the largest open M-set contained in N . So the proof is
clear. Now, let us consider N is M -open M-set. Then, N ⊆ M − int(N). There-
fore, N = M − int(N).
Let us consider N = M − int(N). Again M − int(N) is the largest open M-set
contained in N . Hence, N is M -open M-set.

(2). Let M − cl(N) be a small closed M-set containing N . Therefore, N ⊆
M − cl(N). Again, N is M -closed M-set. This implies, the closure of all mul-
tipoint of N contained in N with Ccl(N)(x) ≤ CN (x), for all x ∈ N . Hence the
theorem proved.

(3) From the definition we have M − int(N) ⊆ N and M − int(K) ⊆ K for
any M-set N,K ⊆ M . Given that N ⊆ K this implies, M − int(N) ⊆ N ⊆ K So,
M − int(N) ⊆ K. By the definition of M-set interior point set is the largest open
M-set of the M-set contained in the M-set. Hence, M − int(K) is the largest open
M-set in K. Again, M − int(N) is an open M-set contained in K. So the only
possible case M − int(N) ⊆ M − int(K).

(4) For any two M-sets N and K, we have N ∩K ⊆ N and N ∩K ⊆ K. Using
the above results we have, M − int(N ∩K) ⊆ M − int(N) and M − int(N ∩K) ⊆
M − int(K). This implies, M − int(N ∩K) ⊆ (M − int(N)) ∩ (M − int(K)).
Again, for any two M-set N and K, we have N ⊆ N ∪K and K ⊆ N ∪K. This
implies, M − int(N) ⊆ M − int(N ∪ K) and M − int(K) ⊆ M − int(N ∪ K).
Hence, (M − int(N)) ∪ (M − int(K)) ⊆ M − int(N ∪K).

(5) We have, N ⊆ (m− cl(N)), K ⊆ (M − cl(K)). Therefore, N ∪K ⊆ (M −
cl(N))∪(M −cl(K)) and so M −cl(N∪K) ⊆ M −cl((M −cl(N))∪(M −cl(K))) =
(M − cl(N)) ∪ M − cl(K)).
Hence, m−cl(N ∪K) ⊆ (m−cl(N))∪M −cl(K)) as union of two M -closed M-sets
is also a M -closed M-set and M -closure of a M -closed M-set is also a M -closed
M-set.
Similarly, for the M − cl(N ∩K) ⊆ (M − cl(N)) ∩ (M − cl(K)).

For (6), (7) and (8), the results are holds using the definition and above proofs.

Lemma 3.1. A sub-M-set N in a M-set minimal space (M,M ) is said to be
M -semi-pre-closed M-set if and only if N = spcl(N).

Definition 3.5. A sub-M-set N of a M-set topological space (M, τ) is called as
(1) M-set generalized semi-closed (briefly mgs-closed) set if msCl(N) ⊆ U when-
ever N ⊆ U and U is open M-set in generalized M - space.
(2) M-set generalized minimal semi-pre closed (briefly M − mgsp-closed) set if
spcl(N) ⊆ U whenever N ⊆ U and U is M -open M-set in generalized M space.
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Definition 3.6. Let (M1, τ1) and (M2, τ2) be two M-set minimal spaces. Then,
a function f : M1 → M2 is called as

(i) multi-semi-continuous if the inverse image of each M -open M-set of M2 is
M -semi-open M-set in M1.

(ii) multi minimal semi pre-continuous if the inverse image of each m-open M-set
of M2 is m−semi-pre open M-set in M1.

(iii) multiset minimal g-continuous if the inverse image of each m-open M-set of
M2 is M −mg-open M-set in M1.

(iv) multiset minimal gp-continuous if the inverse image of each m-open M-set
of M2 is M −mgp-open M-set in M1.

(v) multiset minimal gsp-continuous if the inverse image of each m-open M-set
of M2 is M − gsp-open M-set in M1.

(vi) multiset minimal pre-continuous if the inverse image of each m-open M-set
of M2 is m-pre open M-set in M1.

Definition 3.7. Let (M, I, τ) be an M-set ideal topological space on [X]w. A
subset A of M-set ideal space is said to be pre-I-open M-set if A ⊆ int(cl(A∗)) with
CA(x) ≤ Cint(cl(A∗))(x) for all x ∈ X. The compliment of pre-I-open M-set is called
pre-I-closed M-set.

Definition 3.8. Let (M, I, τ) be an M-set ideal topological space in [X]W . A
sub M -set A of M is called a semi-I-open M-set if A ⊆ cl(int(A∗)) with CA(x) ≤
Ccl(int(A∗))(x), for all x ∈ X. The complement of a semi-open M -set is called a
semi− I − closed M -set.

Proposition 3.2. Let (M1, τ1) and (M2, τ2) be two M-set minimal spaces on
M . A function f : M1 → M2 be a bijective mapping and {Ui : i ∈ ∆} be a family
of M -open M-sets of M2. Then, we have
(i) f−1(∪i∈∆Ui) = ∪i∈∆f

−1(Ui).
(ii) f−1(∩i∈∆Ui) = ∩i∈∆f

−1(Ui).

Lemma 3.2. Every M-set topological space is a M-set minimal space, but the
converse is not necessary.

Lemma 3.2. Every M-set minimal space is a generalized M-set minimal space,
but the converse is not necessary.
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4. Properties of M −msgp Generalized Multiset and
Ideal-Continuous Functions

We state the following two results without proof, which follow on using standard
theory.

Theorem 4.1. Let f : (M1, τ1) → (M2, τ2) and g : (M2, τ2) → (M3, τ3) be
any two maps. Then, g ◦ f is M -continuous if g is M -continuous and f is M -
continuous.
Proof: The proof is so easy, so omitted.

Proposition 4.1.. Let (M1, τ) be M-set minimal space, and M2 ⊆ M1. Then,
(M2, τ ∩M2) will be an M-set minimal structure. Further, for M2 ⊆ M1, (M2, τ ∩
M2) is a weaker M-set minimal structure space.

Definition 4.1. Let (M1, τ1) and (M2, τ2) be two M-set minimal spaces. A
function f : M1 → M2 is called Mmgsp-continuous if f−1(N) if M −mgsp-closed
in M1 for every closed M-set N of M2.

Lemma 4.1.

1. Every g-continuous function is M −mgsp-continuous function.

2. Every M− pre-continuous function is generalized semi-continuous function.

Theorem 4.2. Let (M1, τ1) be a M-set minimal space, and (M2, τ2) be a gen-
eralized M-set topology. If the bijective function f : M1 → M2 is M -semi-pre
continuous and M -open M-set, then f is M− pre-continious.
Proof: Let N be M -closed in M2 and let f−1(N) ⊆ K, where K is M -open set in
M1. Clearly, N ⊆ f(K). Since f(K) is open M-set in M2 as f is open, and as N is
M -closed in M2, then M −spCl(N) ⊆ f(K) and thus f−1(spCl(N)) ⊆ K. Since f
is bijective and M −mspCl(N) is a M semi-pre closed M-set, then f−1(spCl(N)) is
M -semi-pre closed M-set in M1. Thus, mspCl(f−1(N)) ⊆ spCl(f−1(mspCl(N)))
= f−1(mspCl(N)) ⊆ K. So, f−1(N) ismgsp-closed set and f is M−-pre-continious.

Theorem 4.3. Let f : M1 → M2 be a pre-M −mgsp-continuous and g : M2 →
M3 is M -semi-pre-continuous. Then, their composition g◦f is Mmgsp-continuous.
Proof: The proof is straight forward, so omitted.

Definition 4.2. A function f : M1 → M2 is called strongly M − mgsp-
continuous if the inverse image of every M -open M-set of M2 is M -open M-set
in M1.

Lemma 4.2. every strongly M−mgsp-continuous function is an M -continuous.

Definition 4.3. A function f : M1 → M2 is called strongly M -continuous if
the inverse image of every sub-M-set in M2 is M − cl − open in M1.
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On the basis of the above definition we give the following results:

Theorem 4.4. If the function f : M1 → M2 is strongly M -continuous, then f
is strongly M −mgsp-continuous.

Theorem 4.5 If f : M1 → M2 be an m − I − gn-continuous function from an
M-set ideal topological space to another M-set minimal space, then the following
are equivalent.

1. for every local function A∗ in M1 there exist an M-set local function f(A∗)
in M2.

2. For the M-set ideal I there exist an ideal f(I) in M2.

3. For every mgsp-closed (Open) set in M2 there exist an multiset-semi-pre-ideal
closed (M -open) set in M1.

Theorem 4.6. If the function f : M1 → M2 be m − I -continuous and the
function g : M2 → M3 be M -continuous, then g ◦ f : M1 → M3 is M -continuous.

Proof: Let N be an M -open M-set in M3. Since, g is M -continuous, so g−1(N)
is an m − I-semi-pre-open set in M2. Again, f is an m − I -continuous. Hence,
f−1(g−1(N)) is an m − I-open M-set in M1. But, f−1(g−1(N)) = (g ◦ f)−1(N).
So g ◦ f is an M -continuous.

5. Conclusion

In this article, we introduced the notion of M-set minimal space and M-set
minimal topological spaces. Besides, we defined different types of M-set minimal
continuous function between two M-set minimal space. M-set minimal continuous
functions can help to study the structure of M-set minimal spaces. The common
property between two M-set minimal structure can be analze by the continious
functions. Many interesting results can established between M-set ideal, general-
ized M-set topological and M-set minimal structure spaces. It is hoped that, in
future many new investigations can be done in this direction.
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